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The subjective experience of allocating one’s attentional resources
among competing tasks is nearly universal, and most current
models of cognition include a mechanism that performs this
allocation; examples include the central executive system and the
supervisory attentional system. Yet, the exact form that an exec-
utive system might take and even its necessity for cognition are
controversial. Dual-task paradigms have commonly been used to
investigate executive function. The few neuroimaging studies of
these paradigms have yielded contradictory findings. Using func-
tional MRI, we imaged brain function during two dual-task para-
digms, each with a common auditory component task (NOUN task)
but varying with respect to a visual component task (SPACE or
FACE tasks). In each of the two dual-task paradigms, the results
showed that the activated areas varied with the component tasks,
that all of the areas activated during dual task performance were
also activated during the component tasks, and that surplus
activation within activated areas during DUAL conditions was
parsimoniously accounted for by the addition of the second task.
These findings suggest that executive processes may be mediated
by interactions between anatomically and functionally distinct
systems engaged in performance of component tasks, as opposed
to an area or areas dedicated to a generic executive system.

Working memory refers to the cognitive capacity for mainte-
nance and manipulation of information. The widely influ-

ential model of working memory proposed by Baddeley and Hitch
(1) postulated that working memory was subdivided into content-
specific slave systems. The interplay of these slave systems, the
visuo-spatial sketchpad and the articulatory loop, was thought to be
regulated by a general-purpose, supramodal mechanism for re-
source allocation, the central executive, based on the supervisory
attentional system originally proposed by Shallice (reviewed in ref.
2). Other authors have questioned whether such supervisory sys-
tems are necessary components of cognitive models (e.g., refs. 3 and
4). Because the central executive system (CES) is thought to be
crucial for coordination of concurrent processing, it has commonly
been investigated by using dual-task paradigms in which two
behavioral tasks, often with disparate sensory and cognitive pro-
cessing, are performed concurrently (see, for example refs. 5–7).
The few brain mapping studies of these paradigms have yielded
contradictory findings (8–11).

In the present study, we have used functional MRI to investigate
brain activation during two dual-task paradigms. To test the hy-
pothesis that the locations of activations during dual-task perfor-
mance depended on the specific component tasks performed, we
studied two dual-task paradigms. The first combined an auditory
verbal categorization task (NOUN) and a visual mental rotation
task (SPACE). The second combined the same auditory task with
a different visual task involving object identification (FACE) rather
than mental rotation. A demonstration that the same brain regions
were activated in both paradigms during concurrent performance
only would lend support to the idea that some general coordinating
function, not required for the component tasks per se, was evoked
by their concurrent performance. Conversely, the relocation of such
‘‘surplus’’ activations when component tasks were changed would
suggest instead that that they reflected task-specific processes such

as an increased demand for maintenance of task-specific informa-
tion in the presence of distraction.

Methods
Sixteen subjects (8 female, 8 male, 14 right-handed) were
recruited from the medical campus of Yale University and
participated after giving informed consent. No subject had a
history of psychiatric or neurological illness. None were medi-
cated at the time of testing.

Experimental Tasks. Each subject was scanned during two block-
design dual-task paradigms, SPACE-NOUN and FACE-NOUN.
Each dual-task paradigm incorporated auditory presentation of the
same verbal categorization task, NOUN (12), and one of two visual
matching tasks. The visual task involved either spatial rotation
(SPACE task) or face identification (FACE task) (13). These
visual tasks have previously been shown to evoke dissociable
domain-specific patterns of activity in posterior cortical areas when
compared with a delayed-alternation control task (13). For each
paradigm, scans were obtained during both SINGLE conditions
(‘‘SINGLE’’ refers to separate performance of the component tasks
NOUN and SPACE or FACE) and during the DUAL condition
(simultaneous performance of the tasks SPACE 1 NOUN or
FACE 1 NOUN) for that paradigm. An experimental session
consisted of three anatomical scans followed by 10 functional scans
of '4 min each. Functional scans included 3 min of task perfor-
mance, shown schematically in Fig. 1. One task (Task 1 in Fig. 1A)
was administered continuously throughout the scan whereas the
other component task (Task 2 in Fig. 1A) was administered only in
every other block, so that subjects alternately performed 30-s blocks
of a DUAL condition and one of the SINGLE component tasks for
that condition in each scan. Runs were counterbalanced for starting
block (DUAL and SINGLE, as shown in Fig. 1A) and for Task 1
(NOUN and SPACE or FACE, as appropriate). The final two scans
were alternations between the DUAL paradigms, accomplished by
switching the visual task (SPACE to FACE and back) in alternate
blocks while the NOUN task ran continuously (not illustrated in
Fig. 1). Experimental tasks were practiced both singly and concur-
rently before scanning and during acquisition of anatomical images.

Responses were indicated by manually depressing one of three
buttons on a fiber optic response box, as represented below the
stimuli in Fig. 1B. The auditory task responses were indicated on a
different button from those used for the visual tasks. Stimuli were
presented at different rates and staggered by 500 ms, so that motor
responses never exactly coincided for the two tasks in DUAL
conditions. Subjects were instructed to attend to both tasks equally.

Abbreviations: CES, central executive system; ROI, region-of-interest; MFG, middle frontal
gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; BA, Brodmann’s area.
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In NOUN, subjects listened to lists of concrete nouns (pre-
sented every 2 s) and responded to exemplars of the target
semantic category for each run (e.g., ‘‘fruit,’’ ‘‘vehicles’’) by
pressing the center button of a three-button fiber-optic response
box. A different target category was used for each run, along with
new word lists.

For SPACE and FACE, visual stimuli were back projected
every 3 s onto a frosted Plexiglas screen visible through a mirror.
Stimuli in both visual tasks subtended equal visual angles ('4°),
and the entire visual display covered '12°. In SPACE, subjects
indicated which of two squares (left or right), each containing a
straight line and a dot, was identical to a rotated target square
(upper) by pressing the button on the same side as the correct
stimulus. In FACE, subjects indicated which of two 45° rotated
faces was the same as a full-face target picture by pressing the
button on the same side as the correct stimulus. Sample visual
stimuli are shown in Fig. 1B. The SPACE and NOUN tasks
followed the procedure previously used in ref. 8.

Data Acquisition. Activation data were acquired by using BOLD-
contrast functional MRI on a GE Signa 1.5 Tesla magnet
equipped with echoplanar (EPI) hardware (Advanced NMR
Systems, Wilmington, MA). Subjects were immobilized by using
vacuum cushions and forehead and chin straps. T1-weighted
(TR 5 500, TE 5 13) and echo-planar (TR 5 3,000, TE 5 80)
anatomical images were acquired for coregistration of activation
images while subjects practiced the tasks. Six slices were acquired
in the plane parallel to the AC-PC line with the most inferior
slice centered at 18 mm above the AC-PC line and the most
superior slice centered at 158 mm above the AC-PC line.
Activation runs consisted of 168 EPI single shot gradient-echo
images per slice (TR 5 1.406, TE 5 45 ms, a 5 60, FOV 5 40 3
20 cm, 128 3 64 data acquisition matrix, slice thickness 8 mm,
skip 2 mm). Each data acquisition run began with 28-s resting

baseline, included six 30-s blocks of task performance, and ended
with a second 28-s baseline for a total of 3:56.

Data Analyses. Data quality criteria. Activation images were
screened for movement occurring during the scan before statis-
tical analysis by plotting center of mass changes for each
individual across each acquisition and across the entire session.
Only acquisitions with movement less than 1 mm within-run or
1.5 mm across counterbalanced pairs were analyzed further. For
two subjects, fewer than five runs met these criteria; no data from
these subjects were analyzed further, leaving n 5 14. All
hypothesis testing was performed on individual subject data. The
nine subjects included in group-level analyses (logical analyses,
spatial normalization, and averaging) were those who performed
at 80% or better on all component tasks and fell within the
permitted motion criteria on all 10 runs.

Generation of individual and group activation maps. Statistical
parametric maps of contrasts between DUAL relative to SINGLE
conditions and of contrasts between all tasks and resting baseline
were generated by using voxel-wise t statistics, averaged over all
runs in which a given condition occurred. Intersubject statistical
averaging was performed by three-dimensional spatial normaliza-
tion in Talairach (14) coordinate space and calculation of voxel-wise
median t values across subjects for each behavioral condition.

Identification of candidate areas for a CES. To dissociate putative
CES function from component task processes, we planned our
analyses to include the identification of dual-task activations greater
than the sum of their parts with respect to areas activated, which we
refer to here as ‘‘surplus’’ activations, using logical analyses anal-
ogous to the ‘‘and’’ rule used by split t tests. Subtraction methods
of comparing SINGLE to DUAL conditions are less useful for
testing hypotheses regarding activations specific to dual-task per-
formance because only one of the two component tasks can be
subtracted out of the DUAL condition image, and because the
degree to which overlapping activations will be strictly additive in
magnitude is unknown. However, it could be argued that CES
function might also be manifest in greater activation during dual-
task performance of those areas already activated by component
tasks. Conversely, areas activated by component tasks might show
relative deactivations during simultaneous performance, so that the
magnitude of activation was less than in SINGLE conditions.
Finally, it is also possible that CES-related activations would only be
observed when performance costs were observed in DUAL con-
ditions relative to SINGLE conditions. To address these issues, we
included analyses of levels of activation for regions-of-interest
(ROIs) in key regions.

Logical analyses comparing anatomical patterns of activation in
DUAL and SINGLE conditions. To identify areas activated only by
DUAL conditions and to determine the extent to which the
particular component tasks used affected the localization of
these activations, progressively restrictive decision rules were
sequentially applied to the individual maps. The first two rules
were applied to individual-subject data; the third looked for
anatomical areas activated across subjects. These rules isolated
(i) for each paradigm (SPACE-NOUN and FACE-NOUN),
within each subject, areas activated during a DUAL condition
but NOT activated by either SINGLE component; (ii) within
each subject, areas satisfying criterion 1 in both SPACE-NOUN
and FACE-NOUN paradigms; and (iii) across subjects, anatom-
ical locations containing voxels that consistently satisfied criteria
2 (and thus also 1). To estimate noise level variation in anatom-
ical localization of activations for each individual, we counted
voxels active in only one run vs. voxels active in all runs of the
same task. Results are reported for analyses with thresholds set
at t 5 1.96 (uncorrected P , 0.00125, one-tailed; P , 0.0025,
two-tailed). This level was chosen to minimize threshold effects.
We also performed the analyses with varying thresholds (higher

Fig. 1. Behavioral tasks. Block-design paradigms were used, with blocks
alternating between isolated (SINGLE) and concurrent (DUAL) performance of
the component tasks. (A) Graphic representation of the experimental task
runs. Task 1 is performed continuously whereas Task 2 is performed only in
alternate blocks. Tasks 1 and 2 were counterbalanced for component task
(auditory or visual) and for starting block (SINGLE or DUAL) for each paradigm.
(B) Component tasks and sample stimuli for each paradigm. The NOUN task
used new categories and word lists for each run of data acquisition.
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and lower) with orthogonal t tests, as the original comparisons
shared common baselines.

ROI analyses. Two separate methods of defining ROIs were
used. Before spatial normalization, ROIs were defined for each
subject by that subject’s activations in the current study (func-
tionally defined ROIs). ROIs were also defined for each subject
over anatomical areas (anatomically defined ROIs) implicated in
CES function in a prior neuroimaging study (8): inferior anterior
cingulate and anterior middle frontal gyrus (MFG), illustrated
for a representative subject in Fig. 4 (published as supplemental
data on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org).

Unthresholded mean t values, percent signal change relative to
baseline, and average signal intensity levels were used to compare
activations in all ROIs (functionally and anatomically defined) for
each DUAL task and its SINGLE components, for each subject. As
stated above, these comparisons would be expected to identify
changes in activation attributable to the second component task as
well as any concurrent performance effect. Results are reported for
percent signal change; other measures gave identical findings. Sign
tests on the direction of change for individual subjects were also
performed to detect small effects that were consistent across
subjects. Finally, correlational analyses were performed between
strength of activation in prefrontal ROIs and behavioral measures,
as outlined below.

Results
Behavioral Data. Details of individual subjects’ performance are
given in Table 1. All subjects reported that the DUAL conditions
were subjectively more demanding than the SINGLE conditions.
Some subjects, but not all, showed significant performance
decrements on one or both tasks during DUAL conditions
relative to SINGLE, consistent with decrements reported in
prior studies using dual task paradigms to study CES function in
normal subjects (5, 6, 8).

Two subjects were excluded from group-averaged data analyses
because performance on a component task was below 80%. Per-
formance on the SPACE visual task for the subjects included in
group-averaged data ranged from 90 to 98%, with changes ranging
from 13 to 27% during the SPACE 1 NOUN dual task. Perfor-
mance on the FACE visual task ranged from 92 to 98%, with
changes during FACE 1 NOUN dual task ranging from 1 4 to
211%. Performance for included subjects on the NOUN task
ranged from 80 to 95%, with changes from 1 1 to 211% during the
DUAL conditions. As new categories were used for each scan, and

as some subjects showed list-specific impairments (e.g., for insects
or tools), these summary performance data for the NOUN task
were calculated by dropping the score from each subject’s worst list;
these scores were, however, included in correlations of activation
level with behavior. Changes in performance were not statistically
significant at the group level for any component task.

Imaging Results. Description of anatomical patterns of activation by
component tasks. t tests relative to baseline revealed significant
task-related activations for all three component tasks (SPACE,
FACE, and NOUN) and for their respective DUAL conditions
(SPACE 1 NOUN and FACE 1 NOUN) in bilateral frontal and
parietal association areas, as well as predicted activations in
auditory and visual association cortices. Frontal lobe activations
are described here; see supplemental material for details of
posterior activations. These descriptions refer to general areas;
details are given in Table 2 (published as supplemental data) and
are illustrated in Fig. 5 (published as supplemental data).

The areas activated by SPACE and FACE tasks show consider-
able overlap, as can be seen by inspection of the group and
individual subject data in Fig. 2 and 3, but locations of peaks and
degree of activation differed for the two visual tasks. Both tasks
activated bilateral middle frontal gyrus [primarily Brodmann’s
areas (BAs) 10y46], bilateral inferior frontalyinferior precentral
sulcus, and regions near the junction of the superior frontal sulcus
and the precentral sulcus. The SPACE visual task additionally
activated the right anterior insula. In accord with other data for
object and spatial memory processing tasks (15–18), the most
significant frontal peak for the FACE task was dissociated from the
SPACE task peak. In our data, this separation measured 27.7mm,
with the FACE peak more lateral, anterior, and ventral in the right
inferior precentralyinferior frontal sulcus (at Talairach coordinates
45, 6, 41 for composite maps) than the SPACE task peak (at 26,
212, 50), which was centered more on the superior frontal sulcus.
SPACE task activations in this region (precentral sulcusysuperior
frontal junction) were also more lateralized toward the right for the
SPACE task than for the FACE task. Despite equivalent levels of
behavioral performance and equivalent degrees of interference as
defined by NOUN performance decrements during DUAL con-
ditions, the SPACE task tended to produce stronger activations
than the FACE task in all areas of the brain except at the frontal
FACE task peak (45, 6, 41) and in occipital cortex near the right
fusiform gyrus (20, 294, 5). In these areas, FACE task activations
were more significant (see Table 2). In frontal lobes, the NOUN

Table 1. Individual subject performance data, with change in accuracy from SINGLE to DUAL conditions and P value of Fisher’s exact
test for that difference

Subject

SPACE SPACE FACE FACE NOUN NOUN

Single Dual Change P Single Dual Change P Single Dual Change P

1 93.3% 94.4% 1.1% 0.550 95.0% 93.9% 21.1% 0.494 91.9% 94.5% 2.6% 0.245
2 95.0% 91.1% 23.9% 0.017 93.3% 91.7% 21.7% 0.370 88.0% 89.5% 1.5% 0.578
3 98.3% 97.2% 21.1% 0.244 98.3% 97.2% 21.1% 0.244 92.0% 91.4% 20.6% 0.803
4 95.0% 97.2% 2.2% 0.171 93.3% 97.2% 3.9% 0.036 91.9% 96.6% 4.7% 0.038
5 81.7% 73.9% 27.8% 0.011 88.3% 92.2% 3.9% 0.104 80.0% 78.3% 21.7% 0.616
6 90.0% 92.8% 2.8% 0.214 91.7% 93.3% 1.7% 0.418 81.1% 84.9% 3.9% 0.235
7 96.7% 92.8% 23.9% 0.004 83.3% 82.2% 21.1% 0.689 86.0% 85.3% 20.7% 0.813
8 93.3% 92.8% 20.6% 0.765 91.7% 91.7% 0.0% 1.000 96.0% 90.2% 25.8% 0.000
9 90.0% 84.4% 25.6% 0.013 95.0% 97.2% 2.2% 0.171 94.7% 90.3% 24.4% 0.018

10 96.7% 91.7% 25.0% 0.000 98.3% 93.9% 24.4% 0.000 91.9% 89.5% 22.4% 0.001
11 91.7% 88.3% 23.3% 0.106 95.0% 90.6% 24.4% 0.006 86.0% 84.9% 21.1% 0.710
12 96.7% 97.2% 0.6% 0.678 95.0% 93.3% 21.7% 0.305 91.9% 89.5% 22.4% 0.297
13 95.0% 87.8% 27.2% 0.000 91.7% 80.6% 211.1% 0.000 82.0% 71.3% 210.7% 0.002
14 98.3% 97.2% 21.1% 0.244 95.0% 95.0% 0.0% 1.000 78.0% 67.1% 210.9% 0.002
15 90.0% 91.7% 1.7% 0.456 91.7% 86.7% 25.0% 0.015 80.0% 79.0% 21.0% 0.770
16 71.7% 70.6% 1.1% 0.456 76.7% 75.0% 1.7% 0.520 89.5% 84.9% 4.6% 0.030
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task activated left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral middle frontal
gyrus (primarily BA 9y45y46), left inferior precentral sulcus, and
left anterior insula.

Dorsomedial frontal cortex, near supplementary motor area
(SMA) and anterior cingulate (BA 6, 32, 24), was activated in
every subject by all tasks. Anterior MFG was activated bilaterally
across all tasks in some subjects, although peaks and extents of
activation differed for the visual (BA 10y46) and auditory (BA
9y46) tasks. Critically, every subject who activated MFG in a
DUAL condition also demonstrated MFG activation in at least
one of the component tasks for that condition. It should be noted
that these large activations are orders of magnitude larger than

functional units in cortex (19–21), and that the resolution of
functional MRI is insufficient for the differentiation of possible
task-specific patterns within these large activations.

Comparison of Activations in SINGLE and DUAL Conditions. Anatom-
ical patterns of activation: Are there areas activated by DUAL but
not SINGLE conditions across paradigms? In both paradigms,
qualitative and quantitative analyses revealed virtually identical
anatomical distribution of activations by DUAL conditions and
by SINGLE component tasks in both paradigms. Qualitative
illustrations of these anatomical relationships are given in Fig. 2
for the group-averaged data and in Fig. 3 for a representative
subject. The quantitative test of the hypothesis that DUAL

Fig. 3. Activation map overlays for Subject 3. Color conventions are as in Fig. 2. (a) SPACE, NOUN, and SPACE 1 NOUN. (b) FACE, NOUN, and FACE 1 NOUN.
Note absence of (MFG) activations across DUAL and SINGLE conditions in this subject. All activations above t 5 1.96 (for two-run averages P , 0.00125 one-tailed,
P , 0.0025 two-tailed, uncorrected for multiple comparisons) are represented for each task. Here too, maps for DUAL conditions are predictable from their SINGLE
component task maps. Just as for individual data, changing map thresholds changes spread of activations but does not change the amount of overlap between
DUAL and SINGLE conditions.

Fig. 2. Activation map overlays for composite data, showing anatomical relationship of dual-task activations (yellow outline masks) to component tasks (solid
colors: red, NOUN; blue, SPACE; green, FACE). For clarity of display, maps are cluster-filtered at three contiguous voxels; however, the logical analysis used to
identify activations attributable to CES function did not use a cluster filter. Changing thresholds changes size and scatter of activations but does not affect ratio
of SINGLEyDUAL overlap of activations.
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conditions activate a common area not activated by the compo-
nent tasks provided results consistent with the qualitative illus-
trations: voxels surviving the first statistical decision rule, acti-
vation by DUAL condition but not SINGLE components, were
indistinguishable from noise-level f luctuations in component
task activation maps for both SPACE-NOUN and FACE-
NOUN paradigms. Surviving voxels tended to occur singly or in
small clusters on the edges of or bridging gaps between SINGLE
component task activations. The second- and third-tier analyses
gave the following results: Across all subjects, the seven clusters
of three to four voxels that survived the second decision rule
were located in auditory areas (two clusters), intraparietal sulcus
(two clusters), middle frontal gyrus (two clusters), inferior
frontal sulcus (one cluster), and callosal white matter (one
cluster). Thus, no predisposition for these voxels to occur in any
particular area was apparent (third rule).

Degree of activation in DUAL relative to SINGLE tasks. Analyses
of strength of activation during DUAL and SINGLE tasks were
performed in all ROIs. The results obtained were generally
consistent with the findings from anatomical comparisons, as
follows: DUAL activations in a given ROI were generally
significantly stronger in comparison to one SINGLE task but not
the other, consistent with an interpretation of this increase as
attributable to the specific second component task. For example,
in left MFG, percent signal change was significantly increased for
DUAL relative to SINGLE only when SPACE 1 NOUN was
compared with SPACE (P 5 0.002), suggesting that the increase
in activation was caused by NOUN task performance. In the
functionally defined MFG ROI, a similar but more general effect
was detected by a sign test performed on the direction of change
in individual subjects. For all comparisons in left but none in
right MFG, DUAL was greater than SINGLE (P 5 0.04 relative
to NOUN to P 5 0.007 relative to SPACE). In cingulate cortex
ROIs, the SPACE 1 NOUN evoked significantly less activation
than NOUN alone (P 5 0.02 by t test on percent difference).

In visual cortex, comparisons of DUAL to SINGLE conditions
yielded expected significant differences when comparisons were to
the NOUN task (least significant comparison P 5 0.0065) but also
revealed increases relative to visual SINGLE conditions in the left
lateral occipital sulcus. Given the variability in level, these increases
were not significant despite an average increase in mean t value of
1.72 in SPACE and 1.55 in FACE, but sign tests on individual
direction of change were significant at P 5 0.0004 for SPACE (P 5
0.008 for FACE). In auditory cortex ROIs (BA 21y22 and 41y42,
functionally defined by activations during NOUN), comparisons of
DUAL to SINGLE conditions yielded expected significant differ-
ences when comparisons were to visual single tasks (least significant
comparison P 5 0.001), but also revealed that activations in DUAL
conditions were smaller than NOUN task activations in both
hemispheres (change in mean t value P 5 0.05 for left; P 5 0.008
by sign test for both right and left).

An additional, unanticipated result revealed by ROI analyses
in sensory areas was that small but consistent absolute deacti-
vations were seen in these areas during performance of the
cross-modal task. In visual cortex (BA 17y18y19), medial to the
lateral occipital sulcus, data from every subject showed small
deactivations for cross-modal task blocks (NOUN), which were
significant by sign tests on the direction of the effect in the left
hemisphere (P 5 0.009; P 5 0.09 in the right hemisphere). In
right auditory cortex, similar small deactivations were found,
during visual SINGLE tasks, in all but one subject (sign test P 5
0.002 for right, not significant for left).

In sum, the following three ROIs showed some evidence of
stronger activation in DUAL tasks in all comparisons: by t test
on percent change, dorsomedial frontal cortex, near supplemen-
tary motor area (SMA)yanterior cingulate (BA 6, 32, 24); by sign
test, left MFG, and the left lateral occipital sulcus.

Correlation of prefrontal activation with performance measures:
Does middle frontal gyrus activation depend on performance costs
or other behavioral measures? Percent signal change in MFG ROIs
was correlated with performance variables to further characterize
MFG activations. For each component task, percent correct in
SINGLE condition, percent correct in DUAL condition, and
change in performance (measured both as raw difference scores
and as Fisher’s exact scores) in DUAL relative to SINGLE con-
ditions were analyzed. Correlations were performed for both the
anatomically defined and the functionally defined ROIs.

Interestingly, activations in anterior MFG were far more variable
across subjects than activations elsewhere in the brain; most subjects
showed suprathreshold activations in one or two conditions. How-
ever, despite observed correlations with task performance, no
significant correlations were seen between signal increases in MFG
and decreases in performance from SINGLE to DUAL conditions,
as would be expected if these activations arose from increased load
on the CES reflected in performance costs. Significant correlations
with NOUN task performance in both SINGLE (right, P , 0.001;
left, P , 0.01) and DUAL (right, P , 0.02; left, P , 0.01) conditions
were seen in anatomically defined MFG ROIs in both hemispheres.
Relationships with NOUN performance were not as significant in
functionally defined ROIs, (right, DUAL only P , 0.05; all others
not significant), as might be expected given that the functional ROIs
were defined by DUAL activations, which corresponded more
closely to visual activations. Activations in functionally defined
ROIs in MFG were significantly correlated with FACE task
performance on the left (P , 0.01, for SINGLE condition only) and
approached significant correlation with SPACE task performance
on the right (P 5 0.06, for SINGLE condition only).

Discussion
In each subject, in both paradigms tested, all areas activated by
concurrent performance were also activated by one or both
component tasks. The main finding is thus that, despite other
interesting changes in activation patterns during concurrent
performance, no evidence of an activated locus (or loci) for a
possible central executive was seen. Increases in activation,
detected within regions-of-interest defined by component task
activations or by previous literature, were more parsimoniously
accounted for by the additive effects of component task activa-
tion, except in left lateral occipital sulcus. As this sensory area
is an unlikely candidate locus for central executive function, we
hypothesize that this increase is attributable to use of visual
mental imagery during the NOUN task.

Two classes of question arise regarding these results and their
relevance to the issue of a neural basis for executive function.
The first class concerns the suitability of these particular behav-
ioral paradigms for examination of executive function whereas
the second concerns the interpretation of the data obtained in
any paradigm.

It could be argued that the central executive is continuously
active. If so, the current methodology would not detect a
difference between the DUAL and SINGLE tasks, but neither
would any physiological method that compares one state to
another, including single-cell recording, and the idea of a central
executive would not be testable. Conversely, it could be argued
that the current paradigms did not tax executive function suffi-
ciently because, for the group, no significant decreases in
accuracy during DUAL relative to SINGLE conditions were
seen. However, hypothesis testing was performed at the level of
individual subjects. Individual scores showed significant decre-
ments of up to 11%, and for these subjects, for whom the same
results held, that argument does not apply. Furthermore, this
argument implies that, across subjects, performance costs would
predict central executive-related activation. Correlational anal-
yses failed to demonstrate any such relationship in prefrontal
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areas, despite modest task-specific correlations between pre-
frontal activation and successful performance.

Finally, it could be argued that even our SINGLE conditions
were demanding enough to engage the central executive, so that
an area like the preSMA, which was activated relative to baseline
in all subjects, in all conditions, might reflect executive function.
However, the left occipitotemporal sulcus, an unlikely locus for
executive function, shows a similarly suggestive profile of stron-
ger activation in DUAL conditions relative to all SINGLE
conditions as that seen in preSMA. On what basis can we ascribe
one activation, but not the other, to executive function? The
interpretation of the results of any study as supportive or
nonsupportive of a neural machinery for executive function is
complicated by the lack of a clear independent measure. In the
case of memory, for example, behavioral errors might result
from mishaps at many neural levels, but correct responses
indicate that memory has occurred. Such a measure is not
available for the study of executive function; the use of perfor-
mance costs to gauge central executive ‘‘load’’ (1, 6) rests on the
assumptions that a central processor exists, is of limited capacity,
and that no other sources of interference between tasks exist.
Importantly, however, the current data can speak to the issue of
a locus (or loci) activated by dual-task performance, and to
changes in brain function during multitasking.

The current results are at odds with one prior study, in which
activations were not seen during isolated performance of tasks
almost identical to the current SPACE-NOUN paradigm (8). The
previous authors thus concluded that the activations seen in middle
frontal gyrus and anterior cingulate during DUAL conditions
represented executive function. Of the few differences in details of
task administration between the two studies, including new word

lists for each run in the NOUN task (here), more and longer runs
per subject (here), responses indicated with fingers (here) rather
than toes, none offers a clear explanation for why D’Esposito et al.
(8) did not see the prefrontal activations observed here for all three
SINGLE component tasks. The present results are, however,
consonant with many prior reports of similar middle frontal gyrus
activations in settings like those of the component tasks (18, 22–30).
In particular, one recent study using a spatial mental rotation task
much like the SPACE component task reported activations (Ta-
lairach coordinates 34, 36, 5) close to those described here (31).
Finally, a few other neuroimaging studies have incorporated dual-
task performance of various types (9–11), with results similar to the
current report.

In sum, these data provide no evidence for a neural locus for
executive function, in the prefrontal cortex or elsewhere, selectively
activated by dual-task performance, or for appropriate additional
activation not adequately and parsimoniously accounted for by the
summation of component task processes. The data do reveal subtle
alterations in activation patterns, including relative and absolute
deactivations in sensory and parietal cortex, which invite further
study into the role of inhibitory processes in multitasking and
attention. These findings are consistent with our view that the
various specialized information-processing systems in the human
brain may, by their interplay, accomplish the regulation of complex
operations such as multitasking. Further, we suggest that similar
bottom-up mechanisms may underlie other operations sometimes
characterized as executive processes.
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